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The hotel of tomorrow: A service design approach 

 

Abstract 

Reports from the UN World Tourism Organization, the World Travel and Tourism commission, the 

European Travel Commission, Amadeus and other similar organisations are all unanimous, the future of 

tourism and hospitality is prosperous. Tourism destinations and hotels have suffered paradigmatic shifts 

from Fordist to post-Fordist, and then to neo-fordist modes of production and consumption. The current 

century is bringing us new neo-fordist forms of hotel businesses, like mass-tailoring, and due to the 

industry’s steady growth, more and more companies are required to develop new perspectives in order to 

stay relevant, and to gain competitive advantage in the various fragmented markets. In an era of 

impermanency and fluidity, destinations and their businesses are forced to be dynamic and innovative. 

Considering the current and unforeseen developments in technology, in consumption, in management and 

operations, the hotel of tomorrow will not be incrementally, but radically different from today. In this 

context, this paper focuses on describing, interpreting and anticipating the changes the hotel industry is 

expected to face in the coming years. The study uses service design approach and various data collection 

instruments such as e-Delphi and Lego® Serious Play®, to depict how the hotel of the future will be. 

Involving current and future hospitality and tourism professionals, this study synthesizes three possible 

scenarios, thus portraying a foresight into the hotel of the future. 
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Introduction 

Notwithstanding the expected growth, the visions for the future forms of tourism and hospitality vary 

greatly. However, the main predictions frequently contain the emerging economies, ubiquitous 

technology, multi-generational travel, non-traditional families, and mobile working. Challenged by 

changing patterns of consumption, demographic changes, and innovations in consumer electronics, the 

development of new service concepts and processes will play a major role for hotels in the future. In 

addition, the impact of the Internet, development of electronic distribution channels (Thakran and Verma, 

2013), and the increased savviness and negotiation power of the consumer will continue to impact on the 

tourism and hospitality industry (O'Connor, 2013.)  

New global explorers will emerge, for example Asian travellers are expected to account for a 

third of tourism spending by 2020 (TravelRave, 2012). By 2030, more than 50% of the growth in global 

traffic will come from Asia Pacific, of which around 40% will come from China (Budde et al., 2013). 

Similarly, the World Tourism Organization forecasts that by 2030 international tourist arrivals are 

expected to increase up to 1.8 billion (UNWTO, 2011; 2015). 

The volatility of future consumers’ behaviour also means that guestrooms and public spaces of 

tomorrow’s hotel will continue to be a stage for ‘out-of-time’ and ‘out-of-place’ where expressions of 

superfluous and thought-provoking modes of behaviour possibly will occur (Pritchard and Morgan, 2006) 

thus allowing the transgression of boundaries of self. (Yeoman et al., 2012.) 

Another considerable viewpoint to the hotels of the future is the ‘experience logic’ (Andersson, 

2007; Gilmore and Pine, 2002; Hultén et al., 2009; Pine and Gilmore, 1999) which derives from sensory 

experiences contributing to the formation of for example cognitive, emotional, and physiological 

responses that may influence or shape identity, values, and behaviours. Therefore, the sensory experience 

should be rendered in a way that inspires moods, feelings and emotions to overrule logic and rationality in 

the human brain.  
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The convenience of interfaces, and the overflow of up-to-date information we already experience 

suggest that the convergence of technology in our everyday life will continue to grow. The digital 

revolution will expand to developing economies, regardless of the location and wealth of the nation. 

(Yeoman et al., 2012.)  

This paper presents the results of an inquiry of current and future hospitality and tourism 

professionals about the key driving forces, consumer types, hotel types, and technologies for the hotel of 

the future. The service design approach guides the data collection, and the driving forces identified in the 

literature guide the inferring of future conditions (i.e. conceivable future events) and ‘explanatory claims’ 

(predictions) in order to provide future forecasts (Bergman et al., 2010: 859). From the data collected, 

three narrative scenarios are created portraying a foresight into the future of the tourism and hospitality, 

and especially the hotel of the future. 

 

Drivers shaping the future 

Any projection for the hotel of the future needs to recognise urbanization and the changes in price of land, 

changing demographics, the increasing wealth of the world population, climate change, as well as the 

transmodern ways of being that favour sustainability, and new forms of community (Hall et al., 2015; 

Yeoman et al., 2012; Whittington, 2014) via active citizenship. Amongst some of the projected drivers, 

futuristic architecture can already be seen in the emerging business hubs around the world. In addition, 

sustainability is already evident in the ways companies evaluate and develop their operations (Yeoman et 

al., 2012: 195). 

Correspondingly, new opportunities for innovative solutions to the environmental, social and 

economic effects of the industry have recently attracted increasing attention. It is evitable that the future 

hotel managers must run their companies successfully under changing conditions and developing 

legislation whilst helping the society towards new, more sustainable conditions. (Jones et al., 2014.)  
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In addition, climate change will also bring about many new experiences as it alters the 

environment. The tourism destinations relying on climate regularity should be concerned for the loss of 

biodiversity, degradation of the ozone layer, changing climates, toxic contaminants to soil, water and air, 

and loss of ocean life. (Whittington, 2014.) Also, the global challenges of growth, urbanisation, scarcity 

and environmental change become the key drivers for hospitality and tourism, 

A dramatic change in consumer preferences, lifestyle and consumption behaviour has been 

exposed through the millennial generation and late generation Y, who are seeking alternatives to 

traditional destinations, forms of transport and accommodation. Concurrently, the upsurge of mobile and 

creative work entails the introduction of new lobby concepts, as well as nomadic-, and polymorphic (i.e. 

shape shifting) workspaces. 

In a recent report, Amadeus (2015) projected six consumer tribes for 2030, namely ‘simplicity 

searchers’, ‘cultural purists’, ‘social capital seekers’, ‘reward hunters’, ‘obligation meeters’ and ‘ethical 

travellers’. In addition, according to Yeoman (2008: 41) ‘Tomorrow’s tourists [will] lead complicated 

lives and have a fluid identity.’ Hotel consumers will live a life of opposites (paradoxical juxtapositions). 

On one hand they will stay at eco-stress-free hotels, on the other hand, at the same time they gamble at 

the nearest casino or ‘shop til they drop’ at the fanciest mall in town. Thus tourism and hospitality offers 

will be a mashup of high and low culture signifiers. This in turn will lead to new neo-fordist forms of 

hotels in the coming decades. 

Despite pre-Fordist, Fordist, post-Fordist and neo-Fordist elements coexisting at any given 

destination, neo-Fordist forms of prosumption of destinations’ offers, such as hotels, are increasingly 

individualized through mass customization and/or mass tailoring (Ioannides and Debbage, 1997; Skjevdal 

and Idsoe, 2005). The use of technology systems, by hyper-specialised companies in network with 

partners, allow the consumer to custom design the final offering, is a manifestation of neo-fordism 
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(Ioannides and Debbage, 1997; Torres and Skillicorn 2004). This final offering is personal, meaningful, 

shareable and sustainable. 

However, in the short-term most consumers will continue experiencing modern forms of 

consumption and postmodern consumption, with only a few making a transition to the transmodern 

consumption condition. For Magda (2005: 73) ‘Transmodernity is postmodernity without its innocent 

rupturism’. Transmodernity refers to the ‘intuitive aspirations for inclusivity, diversity, partnership, 

sacredness, and quality of life, deep play, sustainability, universal human rights, the right of nature and 

peace on earth’ (Ateljevic, 2011: 509; Mura, 2012). In transmodernity, there is a universal yearning for a 

new kind of authenticity. If the Experience economy is an answer to postmodernity, the mashup of 

transformation economy, creative economy, and green economy are the sparks to transmodernity. 

The digital society that we already live in, and the expansion of the high-speed broadband as 

well as wireless technologies, enable the ubiquitous interfaces and personalized information regardless of 

the location or the demographic of the traveller. According to Amadeus (2015), the forthcoming changes, 

related to technology, and developments that will influence future travel the most are ‘connectivity 

everywhere’, ‘polymath devices’, ‘computers learn human’, ‘bodies of research’ and ‘remote control’.  

In addition, displaying life experiences, documenting personal moments, and sharing the entire 

process through social networks will keep growing. By 2050, these processes of documentation and 

sharing will be streamlined and innovations like cars with in-dash social media capabilities will be 

mainstream rather than research projects or PR-stunts. (Munar and Jacobsen, 2014; Whittington, 2014.) In 

the future, these technologies have the prospective of helping brands to engage with consumers with 

extraordinary and personalized offerings, thus making for instance the flying experience safer, faster, 

economical, and relaxed for the consumer (Amadeus, 2013; 2015; Finnair, 2008). 

Due to the ubiquity of digital technology, Milgram et al. (1994) see reality and virtuality not as 

antitheses, but as lying at opposite ends of a continuum, which they refer to as the Reality-Virtuality (RV) 
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continuum. Similarly, Pine and Korn (2011) put forward the multiverse framework, which contains eight 

realms anchored by Reality on one end and virtuality on the other. In most of these realms, consumers 

receive value from some type of technology that enhances their experiences. Thus, hotels of the future 

will operate and co-create value within RV continuum and the multiverse with infinite possibilities. 

An emotional environmental element such as enjoyable music, fresh scent, ambient light, or soft 

fabrics arouse desire leading to patronage intents (Baker et al., 2002), willingness to buy (Kotler, 

1973/74), revisit (Wakefield and Brodgett, 1996), and recommendation (Sherman et al., 

1997).  Moreover, consumer experience can be seen as a multi-sensory, affirmative and wide-ranging 

emotional experience that facilitates profound personal change. As postulated by Tarssanen and Kylänen 

(2006), by activating individuality, authenticity, compelling storytelling, multi-sensorial perceptions, 

interaction and deep contrasts, tomorrow’s hotel providers are able to construct memorable and unique 

experiences to future consumers. 

Amongst the sensory stimuli, eyesight has generally been perceived to be the supreme human 

sense, and it is considered the most seductive way of communication (e.g. Pawaskar and Goel, 2014). For 

example, many hotels, restaurants, travel agents and attractions offer a virtual tour of their locations and 

offerings (Guerra, Pinto and Beato, 2015; Huang, et al., 2013). However, the pioneers in the industry 

already see the possibilities beyond the traditional visual stimuli. For instance, the international hotel 

chain Marriot has incorporated multiple sensory stimuli to their promotional #geteleported mixed reality 

trip.  

Conjointly with visual atmosphere and ambience, the audible sounds, namely noise and 

background music and sounds, influence consumer’s purchase intentions, moods, perceptions of service, 

and consumer decision, (Alpert and Alpert, 1990; Areni and Kim, 1993; Milliman, 1986; North and 

Hargreaves, 1996; Räisänen, 2012). The findings of the ‘World Soundscape Project’ (Schafer, 1977) form 

the basis of the way that acoustics and noise are assessed today. Their model conglomerates objective 
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physical measurements (e.g. sound levels) with psychoacoustic factors (e.g. loudness, roughness, 

sharpness, etc.) and subjective experiences (verbal descriptions, interviews, questionnaires) in a more 

holistic way. According to Botteldooren et al. (2011), ‘soundscape’ combines both the sound sources and 

the milieu, and is subject to other sensory stimuli, for example the functionalities of the milieu, the 

motivations and expectations of people present and the individual aural and cultural background of each 

participant. Therefore, 'soundscape’ design can regulate when a sound should be heard and through 

analysis, and the management of the elements in the soundscape, new and innovative components can be 

created to augment the existing ones (Brown, 2004; Siebein, 2010). 

Lindström (2005) and Hultén (2011) have confirmed that the sensation of sound is linked to 

emotions and feelings and these sensations impact brand experiences, interpretations, and companies have 

great opportunities to create a signature sound, which symbolises the brand, creates sensory experiences 

and enhances recall. (Botteldooren et al., 2011; Pawaskar and Goel, 2014.) 

Moreover, various studies have illustrated that the use of scents influence consumers, for 

example, scents increase the usage of slot machines (Hirsch, 1995), ambient scents influence positively 

social interactions (Zemke and Shoemaker, 2007), waiting in scented areas is perceived less stressful 

(McDonnell, 2002), and scents increase sales (Morin and Chebat, 2005). This olfactory stimulation, 

(Gutiérrez and Horillo, 2014), hence the scents, can be harnessed by managers to add longevity to the 

experience, or to strengthen brand communication and enable emotional bonding. Consequently, when 

consumers have a pleasant experience and later smell the same blend of scents, they immediately think of 

the brand they connect to and want to relive the experience (Kita and Nakatani, 2011).  

The sensation of taste, however, is problematic in the tourism industry because of its tangible 

characteristics but holds an enormous importance in the food and beverage industry. However, Klosse et 

al. (2004) and Biedekarken and Henneberg (2006) state that the sensation of taste is the most distinctive 

emotional sense frequently relating to other senses, and therefore, despite the concreteness, Pawaskar and 
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Goel (2014, 261) advise that different taste experiences can greatly contribute to creating an image of a 

brand, and therefore should be incorporated in multisensory service design. 

In view of the human senses, the ideology of ‘tactile sensations’ (Gutiérrez and Horillo, 2014), 

as well as ‘haptic feedback’ (Bagozzi et al., 1999) incorporate the sense of touch in branding 

communications of certain products. The sensation of touch, relating to physical and psychological 

reactions, and to emotions about a product through physical interactions (e.g. Citrin et al., 2003; Pawaskar 

and Goel, 2014) provide good opportunities for brands and services to create an identity and image using 

tactile marketing. The limitations of haptic feedback (e.g. vibrations and shocks) and input (e.g. keyboard 

or mouse for motion) have been lately challenged by wearable technology. These emerging technologies 

are capable of transferring the observed motions of the consumer into the virtual environment and allow a 

perceived solidification of virtual objects. Technology can detach the consumer from reality, matching the 

virtual movement with the input device by recognising the corresponding hand movements using haptic 

gloves or movement detection systems.  

Dede (2009: 66) defines immersion as the ‘the subjective impression that one is participating in a 

comprehensive, realistic experience’, regardless of how the immersive experience is generated. This is 

similar to Witmer and Singer’s (1998) perspective, where they describe immersion as a psychological 

state where individuals perceive themselves to be enveloped in and interacting with virtual environments 

that provide a stream of stimuli and experiences and referred to as psychological immersion (Ermi and 

Mäyrä, 2005; Schubert and Regenbrecht, 2001). In marketing literature, the concept of neuromarketing 

correspondingly touches the topic of multi-sensory emotions and immersion. Research has suggested that 

an advertisement that simultaneously stimulates several parts of the brain is more powerful and may lead 

to a proliferation of shopping need (Moilanen, 2014). 

Furthermore, a simulation can take the expectations into account and create a highly immersive 

space using advanced means to stimulate the sensory system and react accordingly on the input of the 
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consumer; ‘the greater the immersion, the greater the participant’s suspension of disbelief that she or he is 

‘inside’ a […] setting’ (Dede, 2009: 66; Gorini et al., 2011). In the future, immersion and emotions will 

play a significant role in the formation of consumer experience and the hospitality and tourism industry 

will most likely have to develop polymorphic spaces where the atmospherics can be adjusted according to 

the detected consumer requirements. 

However, building an emotional connection between interior design and the consumer 

experience has been challenging. Traditional design approaches have not been able to conjoin people with 

the milieu and experience. Virtual environments have been shown to be an effective medium (Cruz-Neira 

et al., 1992), as variables that are difficult to control or duplicate in real-world settings are responsive to 

control in virtual realities due to the unique affordances of the digital world. Authenticity, immersion, and 

emotion are interesting by themselves; the challenging part is to merge them in commercial space. 

(Reiners et al., 2014.)  

In the coming decades, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning techniques will play a 

more central role in consumers’ lives. The outburst of wearable technologies has paved the way to rise of 

the Quantified Self (QS) movement. Combining the traditions of participant ethnography, and exploiting 

the features of wearable technology, numerous people track their physical functions with the purpose of 

developing a specific habit or just to raise awareness of one’s self. (Nafus and Sherman, 2014.) Moreover, 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has led to the development of more reusable and flexible robotic 

systems that can function in multiple service situations. (Avgeriou and Zdun, 2014.) In their research 

projects, Zalama et al. (2014) and Nieto et al. (2014) introduced and successfully tested hotel robots in 

real-life transportation duties and as an intermediary between a hotel and the hotel consumer. Moreover, 

Yotel New York features world's first hotel robotic luggage handler, and Starwood Hotels and Resorts is 

piloting robotic butlers in commercial settings at Aloft Hotels. 
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Research methodology 

 Moritz (2005: 40) defines service design as “planning and shaping useful, usable, desirable, effective and 

efficient service experiences”. Furthermore, “service design is [interdisciplinary and] increasingly 

considered as [an] ‘approach’ or ‘thinking’ that can be transferred to a wide variety of practices for 

service innovation” (Yu and Sangiorgi, 2014: 195; Stickdorn and Schneider, 2010) and consequently also 

suitable to guide the development of new concepts as well as future scenarios. Service design approach 

allows the use of various instruments of data collection within the interpretivist paradigm (IDEO, 2011; 

Brown, 2008; Mager, 2008; Moritz, 2005), and relies on divergent and convergent thinking whilst 

allowing abductive, deductive and inductive forms of collaborative reasoning.  

The service design process includes a minimum of three phases: inspiration, ideation, and 

implementation (Brown, 2008), which allow the exploration of design opportunities with several 

stakeholders, the creation of ideas and solutions, and producing actionable outcomes for implementation. 

When designing for service encounters and especially experiences, service designers try to visualize and 

describe the intangible experiences into more tangible form: i.e. personas, customer journeys, service 

blueprints, storyboards, scenarios and experience prototypes. (Yu and Sangiorgi, 2014.) 

In order to avoid obstruction in developing fresh ideas, this exploratory study did not use any 

formal theoretical framework, nor was the literature review done with a positivist deductive logic (Heath, 

2006: 519). Instead, the drivers described in the literature review functioned as inspiration and prior-

knowledge for the study (Carson et al., 2001). During the inspiration phase, international hospitality 

students learned about drivers, contexts, and future consumers. This information was subsequently used 

in the ideation phase using Lego® Serious Play® (LSP). LSP has also been used in various companies to 

support innovative thinking, developing inspired cultures, and contributing to the development of 

concepts and processes (Kristiansen and Rasmussen, 2014). LSP is a very hands-on, minds-on experience 

as the participants use the hands and body as well as the mind (Executive Discovery, 2002). In this 
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research, LSP was used to represent abstract and imaginary future experiences, feelings or ideas. 

(Gauntlett, 2014.)  

The LSP exercise involved a set of activities combining metaphorical modelling, building with 

Lego and peer discussion to explore possibilities. In general, participants produce a deeper and more 

meaningful understanding of the challenge by building in metaphors, engaging in dialogue via stories and 

ultimately reflecting and giving meaning. In addition to LSP, participants used Six Thinking Hats® and 

brainstorming. The use of Six Thinking Hats® was a practical way of carrying out group ‘parallel 

thinking’, which allowed participants to focus on constructive thinking instead of adversarial thinking (De 

Bono, 1995). 

This study was conducted in Finland and involved two types of participants; international 

hospitality students, and hospitality professionals. The selection of both groups was purposive rather than 

based on the principles of random or probability sampling. A total of 300 students studying hospitality 

related degree programmes taught in English were invited to participate in the LSP exercise, 92 accepted 

to join the study, of which 60 students were from Finnish university of applied sciences and 32 students 

were from a French university partner. The e-Delphi used 38 hospitality professionals as panellist from 

the Finnish university of applied sciences alumni directory. 

Hence, in this study, International hospitality students first identified and described up to five 

key drivers/trends that should shape hospitality and tourism businesses in the decade from 2020 to 2030, 

and then depicted which consumer types are likely to dominate in the same decade. After that, based on 

the drivers and one consumer persona selected by each group of students, the hotel of the future concepts 

were built via LSP. When building the hotel of the future, the students focused on main touchpoints and 

the different types of ‘customer experiences’ (Schmitt 1999) at each touchpoint of the consumer journey. 

Based on the drivers used in the LSP exercise and review of the literature, an iterative two round 

e-Delphi process was set up. The Delphi method is considered the most common qualitative forecasting 
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method in tourism studies, although the research of the theoretical and empirical suitability for forecasting 

purposes has been minute (Lin and Song, 2014.) The purpose of the multiple rounds is to give 

participants feedback from the previous rounds with expert arguments and evaluations (Tapio, 2003). 

Whilst not seeking for consensus, the e-Delphi method in this research was established by means of the 

following stages: 

Stage 1. Each panellist respectively offers a ranking value to each shortlisted category. The 

minimum value represents the most definite perceived value, while the maximum value 

represents the most pessimistic perceived value. Within the first stage, the panellists also had to 

evaluate the timeframe of commercial availability of the shortlisted technologies. 

Based on the consumer experiences, touchpoints, and consumer journeys derived from literature review, 

LSP exercise and the first round e-Delphi rankings, three narrative scenarios for future hotel were created. 

Stage 2. The three scenarios were given to the panellists to discuss, amend and comment. At this 

stage, the comments of the other panellists were visible to others, thus allowing the co-creation 

and learning from others. 

 

Findings 

The LSP exercise produced twenty conceptual metaphors of hotels of the future as well as metaphors of 

touchpoints and conceivable future consumer experiences. The stories created by each team of 

international students allowed the authors to begin putting together significant future events and dynamics 

that could occur in the final narratives. Based on the literature, and the LSP exercise outcomes, the panel 

of experts provided professional insight into the possible future drivers, technologies, consumer personas 

and hotel types, thus shaping the direction of the narrative drafts. These first drafts of the narrative 

scenarios were revealed to experts for evaluation. After reviewing the dynamics and plotlines that appear 
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in stories created by the authors, the panellists provided further suggestions. Based on these suggestions, 

the final narratives were formed. 

The following tables present the findings with percentage of the most definite perceived value 

given to each driver by the panel of experts. 

Table 1. e-Delphi round 1 Perceived value of the drivers of the future review (n=38) 

Driving forces Perceived value 
Fragmentation of consumer types 18,03 % 
Technology 16,39 % 
Ageing of the population 9,84 % 
Global warming 9,84 % 
Urbanization 8,20 % 
Convergence 6,56 % 
Increasing wealth 4,92 % 
Slow culture (food, travel etc.) 4,92 % 
Experiences 4,92 % 
Smartness 4,92 % 
Wellness 3,28 % 
Combining work-leisure 1,64 % 
Green initiatives 1,64 % 
Mobility of people (neo-nomadism) 1,64 % 
Security (risks) 1,64 % 
Asia centrism 1,64 % 
Aestheticization of the offer < 1% 
Anti-technology < 1% 
Community (tribes) < 1% 
Extended ‘family’ – multigenerational groups < 1% 
Localization < 1% 
Nostalgia < 1% 
Robotics < 1% 

 

The predicted role of different drivers for the future is shown in Table 1. These predictions did 

not appear to be influenced by the location, nor the occupation of the panellists. Future hotels will be 

influenced, to a great extent, by fragmentation of consumer groups and the ageing of the population. The 
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scale of changes may be exposed by uncertainty in terms of global warming, urbanization and other 

sustainability related drivers. Green initiatives, and the yearning for extended families, tribes and the 

community, may arise from the uncertainty (of the extent of e.g. global warming, security risks) and the 

realization of the unequal distribution of wealth and income. The consensus, however, considering the 

drivers, is that the future of hospitality and tourism will be shaped by the convergent technology. 

 

Table 2. The ranking of the most prominent hotel categories of the future according to the e-Delphi 
panellists (n=38) 

Hotel categories Perceived value 
Orbital / Space hotels 12,65 % 
Sub-ocean hotels 11,02 % 
Organized peer-to-peer hotels 10,65 % 
Crowdsourced ‘social’ hotels 9,32 % 
Forbidden/hidden hotels 7,51 % 
Traditional resorts 7,01 % 
Techno-immersive hotels 6,35 % 
Urban city hotels 5,56 % 
Ultra-luxurious hotels 4,85 % 
Floating ‘island’ resorts 3,55 % 
Hospital Hotels 3,21 % 
Celebrity ‘endorsement’ hotels 2,60 % 
Chain operated international 4star hotels 1,86 % 
Nature hotels 1,22 % 
Mobile-unit hotels 1,00 % 
Pop-up hotels 1,00 % 

 

The most prominent additions to the traditional list of hotel categories, according to the 

panellists, are shown in Table 2. The largest transformation is anticipated in the ownership/provider base 

of the accommodation, when the organized peer-to-peer, crowdsourced, and pop-up hotels gain market 

share. However, based on the panellists’ opinions, the untraditional locations for future hotels are 

significant. Supporting the scarcity of space (in urban locations), the space hotels and underwater hotels 
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can be instrumental in shaping the future of hospitality and tourism. Also, the hotels offering a deeper 

meaning or a more profound experience and intriguing storyline were perceived protuberant for the 

future. 

 

Table 3. The consumer types ranked in accordance of the perceived value based on the e-Delphi panellist 
(n=38) 

Consumers types Perceived value 
Visit Friends and Relative (VFR) Traveller 17,04 % 
Independent Traveller 13,65 % 
Generation ‘S’ (Senior) Traveller 11,23 % 
Small Business Traveller 10,01 % 
Female Business Traveller 9,02 % 
Gay, Lesbian, Bi & Transsexual traveller 8,11 % 
Younger generations (X/Y/Z) 7,10 % 
Sub-cultural tribes 6,05 % 
Chinese 5,01 % 
Family 3,05 % 
Business 2,87 % 
Fan-travellers 2,40 % 
Religious travellers 2,00 % 
Environmentally conscious traveller 1,36 % 
Hedonic traveller 1,00 % 

 

The key findings regarding the future consumer groups are shown in Table 3. The role of 

extended families can be seen also here, while the VFR Traveller was perceived the most prominent 

future consumer group. Given the importance of business travel, the small business, and the female 

traveller may have significant influence on how the hotel offering should be developed for the future. 

While there was unanimous feeling about the need for catering for the independent traveller, there was 

disagreement of the significance of the generation S, X, Y and Z, the religious and GLTA travellers, 

which in a sense, could fall into the independent traveller category. 
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Table 4. The relevancy of suggested technology, and the commercial availability of a certain technology 
for tourism and hospitality industry (n=38) 

    Commercial availability 
Hotel room technology Relevancy Mean average (yrs.) stdDev (yrs.) 
Robotic butler 13,02 % 19,56 7,27 
Holographic computing and screens 8,48 % 19,10 10,92 
Personal wireless monitoring/sensing 8,03 % 16,14 6,44 
Personalized sounds & scents 7,66 % 15,63 9,43 
Mobile control 7,60 % 11,71 2,19 
Voice control 7,45 % 12,14 2,47 
Projection walls (e.g. changing the interior design) 7,33 % 16,57 13,31 
Remote (virtual) medical assistance 6,94 % 17,29 13,52 
Electro-responsive fibres in sleepwear 6,54 % 14,57 4,75 
Automated luggage handling 5,48 % 24,25 15,67 
Automated check-inn 5,16 % 12,50 4,33 
Automatic room access with NFC or other 4,36 % 20,71 13,21 
Ambiance adjustment according to personal mood 4,13 % 22,00 12,69 
Real-time monitoring of carbon footprint 3,07 % 20,67 14,07 
Uninterrupted (no logins/pay, high speed) Wi-Fi 2,86 % 12,67 2,13 
Sensory surfaces 1,60 % 20,25 12,56 
Nano-materials <1% 15,63 9,43 

 

The relevancy of existing, embryonic technology and its perceived commercial availability for 

the hospitality and tourism are shown in Table 4. The panellists, almost unanimously, agree that in twenty 

years, the robotic butlers will be commonly available, and play a more prominent role in hotels. The 

hotels will also have to be prepared to offer personalized monitoring and sound and scent control for their 

customers in the near future.  At the same time, the expectation is that there will be a high level of 

automation, and remote controlling.  

Based on all the data gathered, the following three narrative scenarios were created to describe 

the possible consumer experience in the hotel of the future. 
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Scenario 1 – Hotel meets hospital 

The anxiety of travel, due to being in a location where the native language is strange and hard to 

understand and being thousands of miles away from the trusted local GP. These factors have hindered 

Mary’s and Allen’s trips in recent years. In addition, Mary’s high blood pressure and Allen’s type 2 

diabetes have made it difficult for the pair to travel great distances. However, with recent advancements 

in wearable technology, and after the travel consultant reviewed their medical and biographical data, they 

have been offered a highly tailored trip to Nauru Islands with services to meet their special requirements. 

Remote monitoring of several bodily functions and the personal monitoring device provided by 

the travel consultant, which in Mary’s case is a necklace and Allen’s case a sporty diving wristwatch will 

keep track of their nutrition, workout, sleep and cross-analyse the data with the information at their GP’s 

medical records during their vacation. 

The room that they have chosen is equipped with sensor floors so that the hotel personnel, and 

their virtually present GP can detect the changes in their medical condition. The chosen tailored package 

has adjusted the in-room entertainment offering music and movies to suit their tastes in their native 

language. Also, the chosen room category includes king size beds with sensors, which analyse the quality 

of their sleep, and the linen, towels and other furniture fabrics are made of nanofibers, with nanoparticles 

and nanofilaments (nanotechnology). For example, towels made of silver nanoparticles, which kill 

bacteria and fungi, and prevent nasty odours. Furthermore, the travel consultant has offered an all-

inclusive luggage handling that has taken care of their luggage from their home door to their hotel room.  

While settled in their paradise, Mary and Allen want to enjoy the sun, and based on the 

forecasted UV-index, the smart room provides them with recommendations for the hours that the couple 

should stay in the sun meanwhile adjusting the shower to provide a protective shield to their skins. Also, 

the bathrobes and beach shirts incorporate sun blocking technology. After a day at the beach the room 
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monitoring and sensing system analyses the UV-A and UV-B intake and adjusts the room lightning to 

activate the healing of skin and adding a treatment cream to shower water, which will stimulate the local 

immune response against skin cancer cells.  

Whilst visiting the local market place the couple experiences the easiness of translation through 

‘Travelglasses’ provided by their travel consultant. Wearing a pair of contact lenses, connected to their 

personal monitors, the devices are able to provide a simultaneous verbal translation of what their taxi 

driver is saying and Allen even manages to bargain for the price with a native Nauruan speaker. For their 

dinner at the harbour restaurant, the device will come handy because it is able to translate the restaurant 

menu from Nauruan into English in seconds. The ‘Travelglasses’ will sync also food nutrition values  

with their wellness bracelet, which tracks steps, heart rate, sleep, and other biometrics. A UV sensor 

measures sun exposure and a galvanic skin response sensor tells them if they are stressed out. There are 

also other sensors such as an optical heart rate sensor, a 3-axis accelerometer, a gyro meter, an ambient 

light sensor, and a skin temperature sensor. All data collected by the wellness bracelet is sent to the cloud, 

and can be available to the family and their General practitioner. 

 

Scenario 2 – Diginative on a citybreak 

Working for a NGO in Luxemburg, Sonya is finalizing her Master degree and decides to take a minibreak 

in Shanghai. Sonya can be referred to as a ‘digital native’ as she has been playing with her dad’s tablet 

since age two, and got her first smartphone at the age of five, thus technology has been ubiquitous in her 

life. Sonya’s personalized e-butler, Marzello, has been recently upgraded to travel management level and 

therefore Sonya will be able to continually engage and interact with him to fine-tune her trips in real time 

and troubleshoot any problems that arise. 
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To get to the hotel, Sonya uses peer transport booked by Marzello, who has also booked the 

hotel from ‘Rec’otel’ service, which combines Sonya’s taste for music, movies, entertainment and travel 

history to highly personalized recommendations. 

While considering her options for a day trip to experience the local culture on Sunday, her wearable A.I. 

connects online with a new generation of ‘try before you buy’ websites operated by destination marketing 

organization of Shanghai as well as on-line communities of likeminded people. It returns with an array of 

virtual reality samples that allow Sonya to see the sights, hear the sounds, and even feel the landscape, of 

a variety of different experiences available within the area. Vibration-based haptic techniques enable 

Sonya to feel for example the texture of the wool, silk or cotton of the item that would be on offer at the 

downtown marketplace and with the haptic technology she can feel the sand between her toes on a beach 

located an hour away from the hotel. 

With a wave of her hand, Sonya switches between the possibilities that the gesture-controlled 

unit projects to OLED screens. Her sense of anticipation and excitement will be detected by Marzello, 

suggesting “Perhaps one of the new restaurants in the Coral Bay area”, lowering the lights, filling the 

room with the sound of lapping waves on coral and projecting a hologram of a gorgeous seascape viewed 

through the panoramic windows of a room beneath the crystal-clear waters of the ocean. 

Sonya’s relaxed and exciting virtual reality tour through a series of very different travel scenarios allows 

her to fine-tune her wishes. Now she knows whether she would prefer a walk downtown to experience 

local hidden treasures or a trip to an idyllic beach to meet with local c-pop lovers. The integrated sensors 

and advanced algorithms understand, react and even anticipate Sonya’s moods and emotional states and 

deliver the information so that Marzello, the A.I. enhanced travel buddy, can react to her actions. 

Therefore, Marzello sets off on the next stage of discovery: actively seeking, and finally planning and 

booking the driverless transportation and the brunch table at the new nearby restaurant and uploads 

personalized maps with recommendations from local inhabitants. 
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Relaxed after a short yoga workout in a virtual pavilion, Sonya instructs Marzello to order her 

usual afternoon snack from room service, which will be delivered on time by a robotic butler, while she is 

freshening herself. Smart meters are used to reduce water usage while motion sensors and galvanic 

shower panels, embedded in the shower, alter temperature, water flow, and water pattern and dispense 

vitamin C and chromatherapeutic lighting according to Marzello’s recommendations to stimulate and 

energize Sonya towards the evening. After her energizing shower, the interactive mirror reports the real 

time consumption (energy, waste, CO2) and adjusts the eco efficient lightning, OLED screens (instead of 

windows) to reduce the consumption. The interactive mirror gauges also the mood of Sonya by her facial 

expression and body posture and therefore Marzello suggests Sonya to go to a supper club – evenings 

with paid-for dinners hosted by local foodies in their own homes. Next day, Sonya is back in Luxembourg 

hosting family and friends and showing videos of the trip captured by the drones. 

 

Scenario 3 – Pink party 

Mary, the Sales rep for global renewable energy company decides to extend her work related trip to 

Africa and joins her friends in the floating party island of ‘Zia Zora’ in Cape Verde. Her three friends 

have already arrived and they will share a polymorphic four en-suite bedroom with an underwater living-

dinner-partyroom. 

Right after Mary’s arrival and the welcome drinks that the robotic bartender has prepared for the 

girls, the Resort Vibe Manager Kathya visits their room and ensures that the technology and the room 

amenities are according to the requirements. Kathya also suggest some new tunes, which are trending 

now amongst the party island DJs and other partygoers. After ensuring that their profiles in Zinder, the 

glocal dating service for destinations and resorts are up-to-date, Kathya presents the recently introduced 

branded fragrance of the Zio Zora, which is available only at the resort. 
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Competing against the likes of Ibiza, Dream island of Ras Al Khaimah (UAE) and Boracay 

(Phi), the hotels at the Zio Zora party island offer endless telepresence possibilities to explore the live 

atmosphere of these party destinations around the world. Through immersive sound systems, holographic 

screens and integrated OLED walls, Mary and her friends can choose if they like to ‘teleport’ their warm-

up party to any of these hip destinations. Controlling the room decoration and sounds by a simple app on 

her phone, Mary adjusts the party room with OLED screens projecting the morning chill out sounds and 

live scenes from the famous Café del Mar club from Ibiza. The girls have sent invitations to nearby party 

minded people through Zinder application and the robot butler is already preparing the first drinks for the 

evening. 

The freedom to move within the whole island area has been made possible by the agreement by 

all service providers to accept paying with consumers’ fingerprint and accessing the hotel room with 

Retina recognition. During the evening at several bars and clubs within the ZioZora area, each purchase 

made by the girls is logged, which enriches the repository of consumer information held by the hotel. In 

the morning, the vibe manager Kathya uses this data to create personalised offers for the remaining days. 

In addition, hotel staff has overheard the girls discussing the possibilities of seeing the world famous 

drag-show the following evening and has made a record of this to their consumer profiles. Seeing this 

data, and based on the profiles, the resort vibe manager Kathya has booked seats at the downtown club for 

Saturday evening, in case Mary and the girls would like to see the Show. The next day, they check-out 

with their smart phones and receive a message informing them that one percent of their spending could be 

kept for the return visit or instead, be given to one of the three listed local charities. A few hours later 

their supersonic flight lands in Suqian, PRC. 

 

Conclusions and implications to the practice of management 
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In this study, the authors have depicted three narrative scenarios of future hotels, and described how the 

future consumers will experience the hotel offerings by emphasising the leading technologies. The 

transformation of the lifestyles, the inevitable changes in the environment in which the industry operates, 

and the unforeseen developments in both the consumer and service technology will change the way the 

industry operators have to manage their future offerings. Considering the emerging values of community, 

self-fulfilment and the wholeness, one must consider the increase of transmodern forms of consumption 

in the future. Although the pure hedonistic indulgence will prevail as a significant reason to travel, there 

is a clear demand for educational escapism, travelling to unknown territories and culturally authentic 

destinations. Hence, the idea of developing meaningful hotels has to be considered.                                                        

Although the scenarios presented a combination of possible futures, the existing knowledge and 

views from current and future hospitality professionals in this study suggest three focus areas for future 

hotels.  

First, future hotels have to respond to demographic trends which are difficult to overlook and 

unlikely to change while the massive Baby Boom generation gets older. Developing new offerings for the 

mature and experienced consumer, who often tend to be the most demanding and unforgiving of service 

failures or inferior facilities, will be vital. For example, requirements for new approaches to signage, 

menu, food flavours, security systems, and medical services are expected to rise. 

Secondly, future hotels have to fully embrace the emerging technology, and the technology 

already available in the other industries while rapidly testing the possibilities of embryonic new solutions. 

Regardless of hotel category, or style, the future consumers want experiences, converging service, media 

and technology. However, this does not mean that all hotels have to be converted to hyper-connected 

technopolises. Instead, hotels should embrace the unforeseen possibilities of listening to their consumers 

and respond to their desires accordingly, with the help of technology. Enhancing the consumer experience 

with ubiquitous technology does not have to be visible but immersive and seamlessly operative. 
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Finally, the consumers will be like chameleons, and future hotels must be prepared for rapid 

individualisation of the offering and providing meaningful targeted ancillary offerings with the help of 

immersive technology and available real-time consumer insight. In the future, polymorphic service areas, 

rooms and mobile units will be the norm and the requirement for revenue on square meter per hour has to 

be met whilst delighting consumers. Destinations in general, and hotels in specific will have to be 

prepared for this ‘silent revolution’ where consumers armed with technology put emphasis on co-creation 

and seeking meaningful experience for themselves and the others (e.g. community). 

The three focus areas that emerged from this study and the drivers that underpinned them are in 

line with previous studies. However, the findings highlight that tomorrow’s hotel will provide a more 

immersive experience supported by digital and media convergence. Furthermore, the hotel of the future 

has to be flexible and customizable in order to meet the ever-changing needs of transmodern consumers. 

 

Limitations and future research 

Being an exploratory, qualitative and future oriented study this study uses a small number of participants. 

Using international graduating students as future professionals in the LSP exercise can be seen as a 

limitation, however, the outcomes of LSP exercise were not in conflict with the views of current 

hospitality experts used as panellists in the e-Delphi. However, the use of other types of participants such 

as real transgenerational hotel consumers and other stakeholders would have enriched the study. A critical 

point of scenario formation within the Delphi method is the choosing of the final scenarios for evaluation, 

and in this study, there was an attempt to acknowledge the value of earlier data, in order to come up with 

scenarios with as little personal prejudices as possible. 

Despite the limitations, the findings put forward suggestions, which can be further developed 

into hotel embryos and prototypes. Indeed, before moving towards the expensive development of a new 

or improved service, hospitality and tourism operators should consider the possibilities of prototyping and 
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testing the narrative scenarios quickly and cheaply via mock-ups of the structure, the milieu and the 

personnel. In addition, acknowledging the possibilities of the present technology, the computer aided and 

moving image or simulations could be used in the evaluation of consumer experiences. Future researchers 

could research the touchpoints of a new service concept in a controlled environment whilst using 

projection walls, or immersive mixed reality appliances, combined with artificial scents and ambient 

sounds. 

As society moves towards technological singularity, it can be concluded that the current series of 

pilot technologies being tested in the various industries will become commonly present in destinations 

and in the hotels of the future. 
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